Different risks in two familial translocations t(9;12) with similar breakpoints.
The risk of offspring with unbalanced karyotypes born to carriers of reciprocal chromosomal translocation (RCT) is important to evaluate for further family planning and prenatal diagnosis. The authors describe two families with carriers of similar RCT concerning breakpoint positions and discuss the different individual risks for abnormal progeny. These translocations were studied by GTG, RBG and CBG banding. They have the same breakpoint on 9p, i.e. 9p22, and a different one on 12p, i.e. terminal (pter----p13) and intermediate (p11.2), respectively. The risk value of 27% for family 1 was obtained directly from the large enough pedigree (high risk) a risk value of about 5% was estimated for family 2, according to the guidelines of Stene and Stengel-Rutkowski (1988). The data show that similar translocations with only slight differences in the breakpoints position have different risks for unbalanced progeny. Results of these empiric findings may be used directly in genetic counselling of a family with RCT leading to a single imbalance of the same segment.